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Rainer Krohmann new Sales Director DACH of IPTE Germany 
 

Rainer Krohmann (55) is the new Sales Director for the DACH region (Germany, 

Austria and Switzerland) of IPTE Germany GmbH (Ltd.), a subsidiary of IPTE, one of 

the world’s leading suppliers of automated production equipment for the electronics 

and mechanics industry. 

 
Rainer Krohmann 

Rainer Krohmann has been in the electronics industry for about 30 years: After his 

apprenticeship (electrical engineer and business management) he has already been 

working as head of production for a big telecommunications company, as sales 

engineer for electric production equipment and in the management of an automotive 

supplier. Due to this long career Mr. Krohmann has an extraordinary knowledge 

about the market and plenty of experience. As Sales Director DACH for IPTE 

Germany he will be managing as well customer’s services, as production planning. 
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“With Rainer Krohmann IPTE Germany gets an acknowledged expert of the 

electronics industry. With his experience he will be able to push on IPTE Germany’s 

distribution activities”, states Hubert Baren, CCO of IPTE. 

 

 

 

Company Background IPTE: 

IPTE was founded 1992 in Belgium. IPTE is a worldwide supplier for individual, 

flexible and high-technology automated product equipment. The company designs 

standard machinery and turnkey-automation systems of all kinds for production, test 

and further processing of printed-circuit boards, as well as of board assemblies and 

final products. IPTE runs eleven sites in Europe, America and Asia with currently 

more than 800 employees. The IPTE Group's client list includes considerable 

manufacturers of the telecommunications industry, the consumer electronics branch, 

the industrial and motor vehicle electronics as well as producers from the assembly 

technology and the manufacturing sector. IPTE’s headquarters is located in Genk, 

Belgium. Other important sites are located in Germany and France. 

 

More information in IPTE under: www.ipte.com 

 

 

IPTE Factory Automation NV  IPTE Germany GmbH 
Geleenlaan 5    Schleifweg 14 
3600 Genk     90562 Heroldsberg 
Belgium     Germany 
Tel.: +32(0)89 623000   Tel.: +49(0)911 7848-0 
Fax: +32(0)89 623010   Fax: +49(0)911 7848302 
E-Mail: info@ipte.com 

 
 
 
 
Further information for the press (please do not print): 
 
Redaktionsbüro Stehle 
Emdener Str. 5 
D-90425 Nürnberg 
Telephone: +49 911 3 777 900 
E-mail: roland.stehle@t-online.de 


